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ONLINE CMOS. STUDY
FINAL REPORT

Elliot R. Siegel, Ph.D.
National.Library of Medicine

Bethevia, MD29209
I. Background: ,

With the closing of NLM's card catalOg-in etrly 1980, a computer output micro-
fOrm catalog system (MCAT) was estiblishecton an interim basis-in the public:
catalog area to provide patrons andinon-technical staff with, access to new and

, updated catalog entries. (The Library's reference and technical stiff continUed
to use the CATL1NE systeM for informatiowretrieval and file maintenance.) In

December 1981, The Directer assigned Dr. Elliot Siegel, Lister,Hill Center, to
Widertake an objettive and scientifically valid valuation-study of several
alternative online catalog systems that had been proposed by in-house staff for
adoption. These candfdateAystems were intended for direct end-user catalog
access, and could potentially fulfill the NLM's needs until .such tile as the
planned MEDLARS nhancements are in place. The study Wes to be performed
An-house utitizing a Study Groupo/ad hoc-working group model; the duration°
was to be nine months.

II. Stugy-ObJectives:

1. Specify minimally acceptable requirements and capabilities
for an NLM-based online catalog system;

2. Determine whether we can establiShe make accessible, and
operationally test CATLINE (in its present form), CITE, 1LS
and Paperchase in the NLM public catalog area;

3. Evaluate the performance and user acceptance of each
system, particularly among Library patrons and staff;

4. Formulate a recommendation to the Director concerning
the adoption of these systems, including specification
of any, modifications/enhancements required.

*Members of the Study Group were Mr. John Anderson, Dr. Clifford Bachrach,

Mt. Lois Ann Colaianni, MS: Karen Kameen, Dr. Henry Rieckn, Dr. Warren

Seibert, Dr. Manfred Waserman and Dr. Elliot Siegel, Chairman. Important

contributions were made by staff from throughout the Library: Mt. Barbara

MishoP, Mr. Robert Borophoffe Ms. Pat Bosun, Mr. Pat Denman, Mr. Kenneth

Grant, Mr.-Gerard Guthrie, Ms. Doris Doran, Mt. Lau Knehct, Dr. Marjorie

Kuenz. Dr. Craig Locatis, Mr14ernard Silverstein, Nu Sally Sinn, Ms.

Barbara Sternick, Ms. Beth Weil, Dr. Michael Weisberg, Ms. Freida Weise.

Decarber 1982
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III. Approach:,

Upon achievement of study objectives 111 and #2, two prototype online catalog
systems were selected in March fOr establishments test and evaluation. They
are CITE (*Current Information Transfer in English!), intorporating e user
friendly frOnt-end to the CATLINE system operating on the Library's.IBN 3033
mainframe; and the public-catalog accessmodOla of ILS1'Integrated LibrtrV
Systole), which also utilizes the CATLINE database but operates on a dedicated
Data General $230 minicompOter. Both.CITE and ILS are ongoing RAD efforts
in Specialized Information Servicet ($IS) and the Lister Hill Center.(LNC),..
respectively. Thksyttem designers, Dr. Times Doszkocs (CITE).and Mir. Charles
Goldstein (ILS), were requested tolurther develop and equip their systems to
as to conform to the technical Specifications outlined by theltudy GroOp in
objective !I.: Thise would laterconstitute the performance criteria against
which the systems wOuld,be evaluated. In the cote of CITE/CATLINEe-this
involved continuing with the prodOction and -refinement of new software. For

ILS, the-principal hurdle was tO create e functionally acceptable database
suitable fOroperatione use by Library patron; during-the test period. Thit
involved the conversion of nearly one.luarter Million.CATLINE records to NARC,.
format, and their loading and indexing on ILS. The time allotted fOrthese- ,

activities was very short given the pTanned duration of the Study. cmgAILINE_
was successfully established and made reedy for test and evaluation in April,.

and ILS in June.:Concurrentlyp'other working groups were proceeding with
development of the study.detign and data collection instruments.

IV. Overview.of Study Design:

The study design provided for the independent and comparative assessments
of CITE/CATLINE and the public catalog access module of ILS on two dimen-

sions: technical performance and user acceptance (i.e., effectiveness

from the users' standpoint). The study is unique, methodologically, in,

that it evaluates two online catalog systems within the same operational

environment, utilizing the same staff, computer terminals, databases and

patron population.

TeChnical performance was addressed by means of specially cOnstructed
verification protocols which systematically determined and documented the

availability and performance of all required system features and attributes

specified by the Study Group in a formal *requirements" document. Of

particular interest were the search and display elements of CITE and ILS,

and certain aspects of "user friendliness!. (Both systems have been

designed for direct nd-user access.) This assessment of technical

performance also made use of "stress" or "limits* testing which sought to

elicit additional date on the outer ranges of system capabilities. All,

testing was carried out by a two person team highly skilled in onlfne

eystem use, and previously uninvolved in the design and,development of ,

CITE and ILS.

The concept of "user acceptance' is more difficult to operationally define

and measure. In this studyi user acceptance was addressed in three ways -

each complementary in scope and methodology:



2. Admihistration of the 60-item objective format "CLravey:questiommiliZei.*,*

to patrons4sho conducted a catalog search-on. eitgiF or MS-(n4004er-

each-system). For this purposei-CITE was.mede available fOr patron access.

dUring lateloril and May; end ILS- (without CITE) was-tvailablethru most..

of the summer. The user questionnaire characteriZes --among a lams .

number of behavioral end attitudinal variables - the nature of users'-

search requirements, salient demographic factors, end satisfaction-with.

specifit interface features and.search outcomes. .Ctipletion time is 15

minute4 we experienceda compliance rate better than 50%. A companion.

"non-user"- questionnaire Was also adminittered to a saMple of nw300. .

patrons who had not useditither online catalog. These questionnaires

were developed as- part of. the CoUncil on Library Resources (CLR)

nationwide study of 17 online catalog systems. Use of the same survey .

instruments, with, some modifications to *eft specific. NLM needs, permits ..

comparisons with the findings of that study. ,

Conduct of a "Sample Search Experiment" which systematically exposed

a panel of'20 'KM staffers (librarians.and non-librarians) to both-

CITE and ILS under controlled field test-conditions. The experimental

sessions simulated representative'uses'of an online Catalog across .

six comon.search types (personal-. and corporate author, conferencs,

series, title, and subject). We utilized 14 specially-selected .

search query pairs- - matched- by type and level-of difficulty - so

that a respondent did not repeat the- same Search question-oo both

systemse Dependent measures of particular interest are user per-

ceptions concerning-the quantity and relevance of information

retrieved, ease of use, adequacy of screen displays, and Preferences.

(if any) between systemt by search-.type and overall. -User fee& .

back On specific systml,likis and dislikes, along with suggestions

for features not noi-present, were also obtained via-structured

post-search interviews which; all together, aieraged 1-1/4 hours.per

session. The "Sample Search Experiment" was conducted with NLM staff

users.during the month.of August.

In September, we were in a position to make both CITE and ILS simul-

taneously available to NLM. patrons in an effort to discerntheir

.likes, dislikes and system.preferences after having had an opportunitY

to conduct a search of their own choosing - sequentially - On bdth-

systems. What we. Sacrificed in experiMentil control we hopefully

made up in-authenticity. :Sixty patrons participated-in this °Com-

parison Search Experiment," which utilized a number of the same

structured interview questions used-in the relatively more controlled

but less realistic 'Sample Search Experiment" conducted With- staff.

In both expertments, order of presentation of systems-was alternated

for "Odd-even" users, end printouts ofsearch activity were produced

and retained for subsequent-analysis. The latter enabied us-to,

relate actual user searching- behavior to Stated system preferences

and search outcomes. .

J
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V. Summary of NaJor Findings:-

Users of the Computer Catalog

o Users of the computer catalog represent a broad cross section of
-professional roles/occupations

Nbst users of the computer catalog are infrequent'or first time
visitors to the Library

Characteristics of Catalog Searches

o Nbst users of the computer-catalog come with subject-related
information

Nbst users of the computer catalog are looking for books on a topic

o Nest users ef the computer catalog search by subjector topic

Computer Ciiilog vs the Card Catalog and CONCAT

The compUter catalog is preferred to the card catalognand CONCAT

CITE users prefer the computer catalog to the_card catalogin
higher numbers

Among patrons who have used CONCATiv preference for the.computer
catalog is equivalent for CITE and ILS users

User Satisfaction with CITE and ILS

o Nbre information is fOund hy users of CITE

o Satisfaction with search results is higher among users of CITE

o Overall-satisfaction with the computer catilo0 is higher among
, users of CITE .

o Professional role/occupation is unrelated to satiifation with CITE
and ILS

Preference for CITE/ILS and Search Type

o CITE is preferred for subject searching 2,

o CITE is preferred for title searching

o No clear-cut preference for CITE/ILS in performing other types of
known item searches



CITE/ILS Misplays._

o CITE Ind ILS displays are, overall, equally acceptable to users

CITE/ILS Instructions

o CITE instructions, prompts, °help° messages are somewhat more
effective

.

Technical Performance of CITE and ILS

Performance testing results, separatety corroborated by findingi from the
three user studies, indicate that:

o CITE has no critical shortcomings and is essentialty acceptable
as is to the large majority of catalog users

o ILS meets most required systei featuret/attributes and performs
more then satisfactorily on most types of catalog searches.
However, its performance on subject-related searches can be
substantially improved by the inclusion of several capabilities
whose value has been demonstrated (e.g., greater correspondence
between descriptor and text word searching, ability to search on
multiple terms simultaneously, automatic weighting of retrieved
records by frequency of search terms occurrence).*

VI. Recommendation:

On November 18, 1982, it was recommended to the Director, and accepted, that
CITE/CATLINE be adopted as is for use by the NLM's patrons and non-technical
staff, and that approprfifFEystems support be provided.

In addition, a very.brief list of desirable system enhancements was presented
to Dr. Doszkocs, along with a request for resource estimates to be prepared by
him for review and approval by NLM management.

A recommendation for the adoption of CITE/CATLINE is consistent with several
re ated operational considerations: acceptablerreliability and stability of
pr ent CITE/CATLINE software; likelihood that NLM will pursue development

Hr. Col tein will be presented with complete Study documentation concerning
the tec ical performance and user acceptance of the ILS public catalog
access Lae, including.specific suggestions fOr enhancing the user inter-
face. Th s will serve to make the ILS, of which the public catalog access,
module is nly a single part, an even more attractive product for the nation's
library c nity.



of 6CITEMILL6 independent of this study's outcome; additional resources required

to support operation of ILS on dedicated minicomputer; and additional resources

required to support maintenance and updating of separate ILS database.

Appendixes: (separately available)

A. Performance Testing - Presentation of Findings P

8. User Acceptance - Results of Data Analyses Across Methods

C. CLR User Questionnaire (NLM Version).

D. CLR Non-User Questionnaire (NLM VerSion)

E. Sample Search Experiment Search Questions (Odd/Even Versions)

F. Sample Search Experiment - Data Collector's Scoring Sheet

G. Comparison Search Experiment - Data Collector's Scoring Sheet

Elliot R. Siegel, Ph.D.
December 1982
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Performane Testing - Presentation of Findings



Verification Testing - Presentation of Findings

The attached material contains the following sections:

A) Background and Methodology

B) Search/Access Features

- Summary chart outlining the "R" and "M" status elements

for which no search/access is orovided or for which access

is limited

- Summary of the "R" and "M" search/access features

-Verifitation testing data Discussion of search

characteristics by element for each prototype system

- User cordiality

C) Limits Testing

D) Display Features

TI
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Task 2. Assess Technical Performance
of Prototype SysteMs (CITE and ILS) 4,

J
J

Objective 1. Verify presence/availability of required ("R) prototype system

features and certain necessary ("N") features converted from "R"

status

Objective 2. Document performance characteristics noted in verifying the .

features/capabilities. '

Objective 3. Assess system performance capabilities with Selected searches

representing ambiguous or complex queries.

Background

The document "Requirements and Capabilities of an NLWBased Online Catalog
Systere.developed by the Online Catalog Study Group, February 24, 1982 formed .

the basis of the set of requirements to be verified. The Specifications

outlined in this document were drawn from several sources*, including the

Prior work of the NLM/LO Task Force to Evaluate Online Capability for Public.

Use, January 1982. The specifications addressed the following categories of

system attributes: .

Data.Base Contents
Composition of Records
Search/Access. Features

User Cordiality
Display Features

_Auditing and Reporting.

Verification testing procedures were developed for the features'of search/access,

user cordiality, and display. No,verification testind procedures were developed

for the attribute "Composition of Records" since the full set of required

elements was reflected in the search/access features and the display features.

The original requirements, categorized as R - Required for test, N- Necessary

for operational systemand 0 - Optional were developed with the input of Library

staff in Reference Services Division and Technical Servitespivision. 'At the

same time, the Study Group was considering the issues of which available online

systems to include in.the evaluation. The four candidate systems were: ELHILL

CATLINE, CITE, ILS, and Paperchase (Beth Israel Hospital)

In the course of soliciting resource estimates for preparing the candidate

systems for testing, CATLINE,and paperchase were ruled out as candidate

systems on the basis of the resources regared to make Paperchase available

at NLM with-the full set of CATLINE records and the technical resources

required to effect any significant changes in CATLINE (ELHILL) at this time.

A-1
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The reqUirements document-was sent tO the systeM developers of CITE and,ILS,.

Dr. Tamas Doszkocs and Mr. Charles aoldstelni respectively. They were/asked

to prepare resource estimatei for providing.prototype.test versiont of their

systems' and eStimates of resources required to.incorporate the necessary

features for an'operational syStem.

Direct negotiationi were tndertaken by the Study Group with,Dr..DoszktcS and

Mr. Goldstein o work out an acceptable set of requirements for each system-

within the constraints of the study timetable and aMailible personnel. This

Anvolved the shifting of a fewJeatures froM "R".to "R" status.- triptheis

instances, the systerii developerswere requested not to proceed withlhe

implementation of certain features because ofithe time and resources required.

In the judgmentof the Study Group, the testing of bath systems WOuld still

be made against a comparable set of performance requirements. For-each sYttem,

a written "contract" was prepared, clarifying which features Could be `11

accomModated within reason in a test version and which features are feasible

for ftitOe development of a.potential operational system.

The revised list of features for CITEand ILS'was usid_ta...mtdify or annotate

the requirements list In preparation'for verification testing,' This reviied

document, called the 'Features List" was remieWed by the Online Catalog .

Study.Group and became therbasts ofthe checklist used Av verificatiOn

testing. The verifiCation tesiting was designed to determine objectively

wOether a given feature is present in either prototype system.. Certain

performance characteristiCs of each syStem,...tbet it, haw well or to what

degree each system performs,or satisfies the feature or_attrikte,-are -

also to be noted in completing the test seareffes. However, td'flillY

evaluate i'maximuretlierformarice, a third let of test parameters, called

"filimits testing", was developed...0mtts testing is designed.to eljcit

additional comparatiMe data an each system in the handling of Complex

or ambiguous queries and.queries kntwn.to retrieve large sets (numerous,

records).

ge\

Methodology:

Verification testing is the objectiye determination of whether a feature

present or not'present in either system, CITE,dr ILS. .A methodolOgy was

developed by the Working Group on Performance Testing (Msk_Sinn, Ms. KaMean,

Dr. Siegel) for verification testing.of each of three categories of

attributes: 1) Searcb/access features; 2) User-Cordiality; and 3) Display

features. The limits testing task was incorporated as a". Vecond phase pf

the Search/access verification.

1) Search Access ,

/
.

.

a) Objectives: Verify.presence/availability of "required" and "necessary"

search elements. Verify the'availability of index displays,

textword search capabilities, truncatton, tol,erance for

, variations tn spacing, punctuation; spelling and special

0 characters. 0

k

01,2

1 2,



b) AethodOlogyr

10/6/82

Elements were selected from existing source CATLINE

records known to be present in both systems. A total

of 11 CATLINE records containing at least one of the
searchable elements being verified were selected to

include both monographs and serials, English ind

foreign languages and a range of entry. dates

(1976-1981) not to exceed the CATLINE subset already

loaded for the ILS prototYpe system (as of 3/82 this

included 1976-1981).

A full, detailed printout of each designated CATLINE

record was obtained and annotated to indicate which

elements were to be searched to retrieve that specific

record in each system. In several cases, more than

wig record was used to test for in individual eleMent,

for example, each record contains a title, so several

represeatative types of titles were employed in the

search/access verification. The same elements from

the same set of CATLINE records were checked in each

system.

A checklist document was developed to accompany the

CATLINE record printouts. The checklist provides

space for dbeumenting the following information

about each search element:
Directly searchable
Specific record retrieved
Number of steps required

Index displayed
Element is textword searchable

Number of steps required
Element Can be truncated

Number of steps required

SKS

(Yes/No)

(Yes/No)
(Specify how many
user responses/
actions necessary
to retrieve specified
record)
(Yes/No)
(Yes/No).

(Specify)
(Yes/No)

(Specify)

For each element searched or feature tested, the

verifiers were also asked to provide comments, as

.
appropriate, noting any system characteristics or

problems that either significantly enhanced or

hindered the search/retrieval. Members of the

Working Group reviewed verification testing

results while testing was in progress in order

to resolve any noticeable discrepancies in the

findings and to clarify procedures and approach.

A-3
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Verifiers: Two verification testers were selected from Library

Operations' staff. A third individual was designated

as alternate or back-Up in case of scheduling problems

wittrthe prima,ry verifiers. These individuals
(Lou Knecht, MEDLARS Management Section, Pat Bosma,
Selection/Acquisitions Section, and Barbara Bishop,

'Cataloging Section) are each experienced and'competent

in the use of online bibliographic retrieval systems ,

and are familiar with cataloging and bibliographic

information as it is reflected in CATLINE, but none
had prior involvement in the development of either
CITE or ILS nor any familiarity,in using either of
the prototype online_catilog systems.

'User Cordiality/Prompts/Onlin ELP features.

Objeciives: Verify presence/absen e of System prompts menus, online.

HELP features

Methodology: Obtain some information on the availability of prompts,

menus and index displays from the Search/access

verification testing. On a separate checklist, verifiers
were asked to note all junctures at which'the prototype
system automatically generates promptl or HELP messages and

those which must be user-generated. Verification of user

cordiality also included comments on the appropriateness
and clarity of all HELP messages.

Verifiers: Same verifiers as for the Search ess (Ms. Knecht, Ms. Bosma

with additional comments from Sinn, Working Group on

Performance Testing.

Display Features

Objectives: Nerify the-presence/absence of "required" and "necessary"
elements in the brief and full record displays

Methodology: The presence of required and necessary elements in the

.brief and full displays was verified by obtaining print-

outs of the source CATLINE records used for verification'

of Search/access features augmented by additional sample

records selected from CATLINE. It should be noted that for
the ILS, the standard print display was defined as "brief"

and the MARC-formatted version was defined as "full".

Verifiers: S. Sinn Working Group on Performance Testing

A-4
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Limits Testing

Objective: Assess system per'formance ciffabilities with selected

searches representing ambiguous or complex queries.

Methodology; Representative author, title, series, and stadect searches

: were constructed based, in part, on typical kinds of

problems encountered in searching other online systems.

Other factors considered in designing the limits testing

were the contents of the MUNE data base and the

existing capabilities/deficiencies of ELHILL CATLINE.'

Verifiers: Same verifiers 4j for Search/access and User cordiality

(Ms. Knecht and Ms. Bosma)
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SEARCH/ACCESS

This_ chart briefly summarizes the "R" and "M" elements for search/access that were not available

for tearch or for which the search capability is limited.

CITE

.(Required "R" elements)

1. Subheadings (SH): Subheadings.-topical, geographic,

language, And formo-are viot searchable

2.Initial, ear (Y1): Element is not directly
searchable, but can be used to limit the number of -

items.for display after retrieval of the initial .

set:User can enter the earliest publication date
of interest.

3. Final Year (Y2): Element is not searchable or

available for narrowing search

4. Unique Identifier (UI): Element is directly

searchable, but this capability is not apparent

to the user. Specific record can be retrieved

by the Unique Identifier if it is entered as a

search term under "Series, Conference Name,

Organization, Call NuMber"

16

ILS

(Required."R" elements)

1. Subheadings (SH): None of
types, topical, geographic, language or form,

is directly searchable. They are displayed

in the.index of subject headings and may be
selected as a subject heading qualifier to:
limit retrieval to a more specific topic.
The subheadings used for a given subject head-
ing are displayed-in tro alphabetical lists,
topical subheadings first, followed by the

aeog., lang and form subheadings as a group.

2. Initial Year (Y1): Element is not'directTY
searchable, but it may be used to narrow,

search if the original retrieval exceeds 19

hits. The technique for narrowing a search

by publication date is not well explained in

the HELP message for "Narrowing Search" (/NS)

3. Final Year (Y2): Element is not directly

searchable, but may be used in combination

with Initial Year (Y1) to narrow a search.

The actual procedure for limiting searches'by

publication date is.not well.ecplained in the

HELP messages.

4. Title (TI): Only, the first occurrence of the

title field is indexed and searchable. Variant

titles and titles of related works given as

other occurrences of the title field (TI in

CATLINE, 743 in MARC) are not retrievable.

5. Call Number.(CA):-Call'Number of the Dashed-On
Entry field is not searchable. The Dashed-en
Entry field is not cdnverted for MARC. 17 1.tr
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CITE

(Necessary "N" eTements)

1. ISBN.(BN): Specific ISBN is directly searchable
tf entered exactly as stored, but this search
capability is not apparent to the user. ISBN

must be entered under search Cateldry for Series,
Conference Name, Organization, Call Number.
The system displays the ISBN as searched with-
out any element qualifier.

2..Country (CY): Not searchable

3. ISSN (IS): Directly searchable if entered exactly'
as stored, but search capability is not apparent to

the user. Like the ISBN, the ISSN is searchable
only under category "Series, Conference Name,
Organization, Call Number". The system displays
the ISSN as searched without any element qualifier.

4. Item TYpe (IT): Not searchable

5. Language (LA): Not directly searchable, but the
value English is available for limiting the
number of records to be displayed after retrieval.
User can choose to dispaly English language items

only.

6. Media (ME): Not searchable

7.MeSR Tree Number (MN): Not searchable

ILS

(Necessary "N" elements)

1. ISBN (BN): Element is searchable, but it must .

be input without the hyphens separating"parts of
the number. The format for storing ISBNs in
MARC is without hyphens and the field was converted
this way for ILS. This fbrmat characteristic is
not well explained in the ILS system, and the problen
is compounded by the inconsistency.in ISSN search

which must include the hyphen.

2; Country (CY)1,Not searchable

3. ISSN (IS): Searchable, but not consistent with,
the ISBN field

4. Item Type (IT): Not searchable

5. Language (LA): Not searchable .

6. Media (ME): Not searchable

7. MeSH Tree Number (MN): Not searchable. This data
is not converted for MARC.



PEATURE/ATTRIBUTE STATUS CITE 1LS COMMENT

B.3

c

Boolean logic on indexed
fields ("and" "or")

.

Can logically combine
elements in initial search
statement

Can browse indexes by:

Call Number (CA)

Corporate Name (CN)
,

Corporate Name as Subject
(CS)

MeSH headings/Subheadings
(MH/SH)

,

N

N.

R

R

R

R
.

,

*

\

\

No true Boolean
capability

,
No

Yes

Yes

Yes- Oisplayed in same
index as corporate.

name (CN)

No

No true Boolean
capability. Can
combine certain sets
in a secondary
"narrowing" search,
but this does not work
for all search categories

,

Only author & title as
author/title search
key

Yes

Yes

Yes - Separate index
from CN. Search as
Subject.

Yes, subheadings are fbi
indexed seaprately, but
as qualifiers applied t
specific MeSH heading.
Two levels of index
display: MeSH headings,
and, upon selection of
a MeSH heading, will get
index display of the su4headIngs.

S

In both CITE and ILS
can only combine term!
from the same element,
e.g. words in title

CITE: Index display
results if search
term(s) are right
truncated sufficiently
to make them nonuniqui
i.e. the equivalent of

a multi-meaning messat
in ELHILL

ILS: Initial search
queries, even if
unique and only one

"hit" Always result
in index display

There is a major desirt
flaw n the IL indexiS
displays:The index
"'window" begins too fil
forward in the alphab#
when no exact match 19
Soli illisect cannot bre'

e fristina.t.

21
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PEATURVATTRIBUTE STATUS CITE

8-4
COMMENT

(Index browse, Cont.)

Personal Name (PN)

Personal Name as Subject (PS)

Textword Searching:

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

, Yes

Yes- Same index as
Personal Name (PN)

Yes

Yes g

.

Yes

Yes

(Unable to verify,
but should be treated
same as SE and CE)

Yes

_
Yes

.

(Unable to verify)

(Unable to verify)

(Unable to verify)

(Unable to verify)

Yes

Yes - Separate index
from PN (Author searct
Search as Subject.

Yes - Conditional

Yes - Conditional

-

Yes - Conditional

Yes - Conditional

(Unable tikverify,
but should.be treated
same .as SE and CE)

.

Yes - Conditional

,

Yes - Conditional

(Unable to verify)

.

(Unable to verify)

(Unable to verify)

(Unable to verify)

CITE: textword search
works only if entered
under category of

. subject /search (Subjet
searchAnsCITE uses
subject headings and
textwords. The text
words come from the
CATLINE ELHILL TW indt
which includes: TI,TC!
AS,SE,CE,PE,CN,CS,CNA;

.

ILS textword search
can only be done with
single term entered a!

Corporate Name Title Series
(CE)

.

Corporate Name (CN)
,

11Conference Name (CNA)

Corporate Name as Subject
(CS)

Personal Name Title Series

Series Title (SE)

Title (TI)

Title as Subject (TL)

Uniform Title as Added Entry
(UQ)

Uniform Title (UA)

Uniform Title as Subject (UTS)

term -a. Cannot
Aperform textword sear(
`Oder other categorie
such as author, title,
unless the textword is
the entry point of thi
heading in the index.



FEATURE/ATTRIBUTE STATUS CTTE , Tts commENT 8 5

Can display lists of
related search terms

.

. I.
Can enter search term

0

"right truncated"

_ A

,

,

,

N
,

,

J

R

.

,

,

a

No - CITE will display
ranked terms in
subject search based
on their frequency in
records. These may or
may Ka be related. *

a

Yes - CITE "stemming"
routines in subject
search automatically
perform some right
truncation in the coUrie
of selecting additional
tearch terms to proces;.

,

*

*Verifiers commented on
their preference for
selecting terms to be
included rather than

No - all "lists" are
alphabetical index
displays

.

Yes

.

.

. Authority file links
for subjects and
name/series, includi
see-relatedand--see
also references were
not required for
prototype systems.

In both systems,
truncation requires
no special symbol
(as in the use of
the colon (0 in
ELO .

Cannot truncate term
embedded in the
search phrase

k .

excluded.

25



FEATURE ATTRIBUTE STATUS CITE. LS :COMMENT 0-6

.

User Cordiality .

R

N

.

,

R

.

Yes - Mixture of
prompts and menus

. No

-

No

Yes - Mixture of promp
and menus

Yes - For some searche
and functions. The
"Ref" display will
differ somewhat if
pers name is searche
as Author from menu
choice rather than as
command "/AU= "

Yes - For some types
of searches there is
an option to select
from menu or enter
a command

.

No

,

Yes - CITE HELP messag
-are geared to coincid
with the type of acti
required or search
performed. Appropriat
to the type of search
and actions required
of user

ILS: Menu has no
option for NONE, use
must recognize that
START or STEPBACK
should be used to
exii from menu or
indei display

i

ILS: Provides 2 diffe
ent syntaxes for inpu
in searching pers.
names. As Author sear
the parts of name are
enteric' on formatted

icreen, without comma
as punctuation. As
subject"search or in
command mode (/AU.),
the name must be inpu
with correct punctuat
and spacing. The 'RE
display is different
in these cases.

Both systems do
generate Some

s
suggestions or messag
as guides to the user.
Th

n'
uese are not separat
HELP messages bu aret

part of the prompt/
message programs.

,

ILS: There are "loops
in the sequence of
HELP messages Where t
user can get caught
and the only way to
pyit ic roturn tn ST

Solpare provides:

prompt/menu mode
i.

comand mode
.

.

switchable menu and command
mode

..

. -

.

Online NELP facilities:
,

System initiated

User initiated

-

e---'

Yes - Smile set of HELP
messages available
at any juncture or upon
com mand at any time

,

I

,

,

27 to
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FEATURE/A11R1EUTE STATUS CITE I LS
- B-7

COMMENT,

System ;Is lenient with
regard to inconsistencies
in syntax

Spacing

Punctuation

Order of words

1

Completenes$ of name

.

Variant spelling

,

R

,

R
.

_

R

R

R

-

,

-

No
,

.

No N

.

. ...,

Yes - For subject
searches

Yes .

Yes - to a denree, only
under Subjeci search.
Terns not found in the
index are displayed to
user for response--
they may be re-typed
in case of typo or
misspelling, or omitted
fromsthe search at the
user's discretion

.

. .. ,

,

No

.

No.

.
.

.

No ,

,

.

Yes - to a degree

, ,

No

.

CITE: Will tolerate
some inconsistencies
in spacing and ..

punctuation only,in
subject search. It is
rigorous in requiring
exact input for series
names, call numbers; v

ILS: Intolerant of
inconsistencies in

spacing and Punanatid
for all seirches exced
Term (which must be
single word anyway)

.

(See truncation)

Neither system will
tolerate incomplete
terms tmbedded in a
name er series search,
e.g., Natl Lib of,Med

.

,

43
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FEATURE/ATTRIBUTE STATUS , CITE ILS _COMMENT

8-8

Specific Online HELP
messages

For Log-On

For printing hardcopy

,

For initiating search

,

For author search

,

(These specific
HELP messages
'were tested
but were not
specified as

nsuch in the
requirements
document)

-

Good - clear and
concise-

None online

More information in
the HELP messages to
suggest how system
processes queries could
help user formulate
strategies. The HELP
instructs user on what
to do next or how to
respond to system, but
does not explain any-
thing about the logic-
of various search opti.ns

Sufficient

.

Clear, but should be
explicit about use of
the carriage return,to
start. "Press CR to
continue" is not clear
when user hasn't even
begun. HELP feature
is described different
on 'green' sheet vs.
online.

None offline

Online HELP message
says 'enter /, /ES, or

/NS, but CMD prompt
only lists /ES and /NS

.

Online fiELP message
does not adequately
instruct in use of
command mode, e.g. /AU
as shortcut to the
selection from menu
HELP message should
clarifY that,only one

.

.

.

y

,

a time.

30
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FEATURE/ATTRIBUTE STATUS CITE ILS COMMENT
.8-9

(HELP messages Cont.)

For title search

-

For subject search

For textword/term search

Other

,

To narrow search

Suggest alternate search
strategies

.

,

,

Sufficient

HELP messape could
provide more guidance
in what is included in
subject searching

None except as part
of subject search
Source of textwords
(titles, names, etc.)
should be explained
to aid the user in
formulatinn best stratepy

None

No explicit HELP '
message--see prompts

Nothing explicit

Sufficient

.

Difference between
subject search (MESH)
and term seardh should
be explained

Message should be
clearer in describinp
term as single word

Call Number - required
two steps to get to
HELP message explainins
call number

0

Narrowsearch options
clearly explained

None

,

CITE HELP messages
were found to be too
brief, and presume son
kniwledge of catalogil

for effective searchil
of series, call #, or!
name, etc. (type 3)

.

Verifiers requested
more instructions on
how to exit a search
i.e., abort, and how

. to logoff or end a
session

Both systems could be
improved by better
explanation of subjeci

versus term/textword
search. Use of terms
or textwords as ahem
methods when other sea

fail.'

32
33
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A-4
Limits Testing

Through perserverance and creative searching by the testers, there were

no real system "failures" detected for either ILS or CITE. Some response,

if not always relevant retrieval, was always obtained and neither system

"collapsed" under testing. There were differences in performance

characteristics and overall time required to complete some types of searches

between the tyo systems. ILS frequently required more steps (user actions)

to complete an ambiguous search, whereas the use of subject search on CITE

allowed 'natural language phrases as input in one seafth formulation.

Both systems did exhibit some shortcomings or deficiencies in various

categories of limits testing. Tbese shortcomings are not necessarily

related to "stress" factors, such as the size of retrieval or combination

of highly posted terms. Many of the same shortcomings were also detected

in the search/access performance testina.

The results of limits testing on name and subject searching clearly point

out the desirability of mapping to authority files for variant forms of

names/subjects (See De la Cruz example under personal author catoory

and Alzheimer's Disease under subjects).

Difficulties in achieving desired retrieval on corporate authors and

series in both systems can be attributed to the lack of tolerance for

inconsistencies in spacing and/or punctuation upon innut. This system

rigidity can be partially overcome by utilizing tile term search in ILS and

the subject search in CITE as the testers were deWastonally required to do

in order to retrieve any records.

The systems are nearly equivalent in their ability to handle personal and

corporate authors with common (nonunique) names. Both provide ihe user

with an index display, but CITE will permit the user to select all entries

of the name from the index while ILS requires the user to specify each, one

individually.

CITE failed to display as many title,matches under "Who's who" as.ILS.

This may be a result of the stbpwordlist used in CITE or a problem with

the stemming routines.

In subject searching, the capability of combining concepts'in the initial

search query on CITE made subject searchinp of multiple terms easier than the

method of combinina subjects/terms on ILS. ILS achieved greater precision

in subject searching with catalopina subheadinos than CITE since these

subheadings are indexed with the Meli headings in MS.--

CITPhas the capability of providing the user with some variant spellings

among the ranked term display in the subject search. However., this same

capa ility does not exist for other search categories on CITE.

Th word order of subject terms is not significant in the subject.gearch

on kCITE. Because the subject search in ILS is by MeSH terms lonly, the

word order is critical and must match the word order of the headinn in the

index.

Neither system tolerates variation in word order und& name and series

searching.
C-1
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Category'
1.1111....

LIMITS TESTING

---QIISEBYMONSLREVILIE-..

ILS

Personal Nam
Common Surname

Common Surname
with 1st initial

No initial count on number of matches in index

'Begins index display of personal name headings

from top of index alphabetically at a rate of 10

at a time, forward in index (backward only to

point of entry in index)
Gives number of cataloa records for each unique

heading, but not the sum total

.Entering forename initial will narrow the search

to entry at the point of 'the index of Surnames

with that initial. In ILS, this reduced the

number of index entries from.33 to 31

In order to know totirnumber of records retrieved

user must brew/se index and.count the number of

catalon records for each untque headinn

To narrow search wtth forename tnittal or part

of forename, user must bepin a new search

User is always given the tndex dtsplay even tf.

name headinp entered is unfque fn the index

Compound Surname
(Surnames composed
of multiple "word
or prefixes such '

as "von% with
or without hyphens

Diacritics.

Surname must be entered exactly as stored in the

index, with correct word order and punctuation

' and hyphens

Not stripped out of data. Improper translation

of diacritic characters in the ILS loadinn makes

retrieval on terms with dtacritics impossible

unless user knows what characters the diacritics

were mapped to

C-2

CITE

Gives initial count on number of matches in inde)

Begins index display of personal name headings

from top of index alphabetically at a rate of

5 at a time, forward and backward Hilted only

by reachina end'of index.
Gives number of catalog records for each unique

headinp, but not'the sum total

I-Entering forename initial narrowed search
from 828 inddx terms to 65

In order to know total number of records retreiv4

user, must browse through index and count the

"number of catalog records for each unique

headina
/

To narrowHsearch with forename initial or part

Of forename, usetimust begin Anew search.

User is'given index.-display only,when name
headtnp is not unique in theJndex

SUI4lame muSt be egieiWealricStOi.id'itilhe7
index, with correctfward'order and punctuation

and hyphens. A coMma must be.Inserted at the

end of the.surname, otherwise, system 011:inse
the comMo-as a default; foe comptound suimaMeS-

the system presumes that the first- "wird" (up t

the first space) tt a simole surname and insert

acomma (e.9.-De la Cruz becomes DO la Cruz) '

Stripped out of the data.and disregarded in :

search, Peadtnps must.(should) be -input
wtthout any diacrtttcs-, (There are no diacritic

on the termtnal keyboard)



Citegory

Coroorate Author

Common name without
subdivisions (United
States)

Full corporate name
in AACR2 format
(with parenthetical
qualifier)

LIMITS TESTING

-4115EBYMIPISSEVILLS._

ILS

Total retrieval hampered by system intolerance
for inconsistencies in form -- U.S. U. S. and

United States.
Shows United States and United States plus sub-
divisions alphabetically in index
Not possible to specify all headinns containing
"United States" in corp&ite name search

The addition of punctuation (period) to United
States limits the index display to'one heading
containing United States with a subdiiision
There ts apparently a problem tn hanaltng
tnternal and terminal punctuatton in the
indexing of name entries

Exact entry retrieves index e tries for corporate

name and corporate name with subdivisions

Truncation of corporate name by omitting the

parenthetical qualifier increases the retrieval

sinnificantly

CITE

Total retrieval hampered by system intolerance
for inconsistencies in form

Shows United States and United States plus sub-
divisions alphabetically in index

Uhen searching under series, conference, ornan.
name (type 3) the index display also includes

"United States" at a MeSH term (i.e. subject)
Possible to specify all headinns containing
"United States,in-oliiian. name search, but it
requires paninn throbgh all headings in the
index first

The addition orliiiiidilatiliflifefion to United
States retrfeves index entries for corporate
names and series eadinns with United States

and subUvisions

Exact entry retrieves index entries for
corporate name and corporate name with

subdivisions
Truncation of corporate name by omitting, the

narenthetical qualifter'increases retrieval
ttgnificantly



CategorY
01.0.1.

LIMITS TESTING

51BSERYATIMALSULT1.7._.:

Title

Incomplete title
(word which may be
on stopword list

Long title beginning
with generic word
"proceedings"

Truncation of sare/ title

Serial title with
. multiple editions;
title changes

ILS

Numerous (49) titles beninnincrwIth Tho's who" ar

retrieved with exact input or-those characters

Title could not be retrieved as direct entry
because it appears ag title added entry on record
and only the first occurrence of title field was
indexed in ILS. (Record was found by one tester

by performinp term search)

Cahnot determine since title is noOndexed

Search retrieved 2 rectirdt--..one for the earlier

serial title--but no information relating this

item to later title
New serial title found by performing,a new search

-on that title

CITE '

Title cannot be retrieved if input with

apostrophe

Potential title match occurs when title searche
without apostrophe (2 titles found, butonly
2nd one actually contained words "who's who"A

Title found and was first in list displayed

amonn 323 possible items

If truncate the title too early and °Mit'
.Sinnificant keywords, cannot retrieve-thls
title amonp.thP firstpotential Matches
displayed

448 records retrieved:
American edition found by limiting display. . to

Enplish language Items T , .

Information about relationship tO new sertal tit
was found in a note on earlter.record,
NeW serial title.found by perform:1pp neW search

*Ion that-title;
V

.



.Catego17 ILS CITE

y T.:

Subjects

MeSH heading with
apostrophe
(Alzheimer's Dis

Combination of two
single MeSH terms
both with high
postings

MeSH heading not found in subject search

Retrieval under tem "AlzhOmer" and "Alzheimer'

as term search

etrieval under MeSH term "Dementia, Presenile"

in subject search included citations for

Alzheimer's Dis. (Alxheimer's Dis. is a

minor desciptor, see under Dementia, Presenile)

MeSH heading qualified
by cataloging sub-
heading

Relevant retrieval obtained by combination of

terms in term search. Recall-= 2 items

Numerous steps required to select terms and then

combine them

Main heading qualified by subheadinn is indexed.

9 items retrieved in subject search
Order of input must be observed: subheading cannot

be entered first because it is not a primary

index term.
Must input main headinp only and then select from

list of subheadinps applied to that maip headinn

41

MeSH heading found ig subject search, terms
diaplayed in subject search included the
singular form "Alzheimer" as a text'word
Presence or absence of apostrophe does not

affect retrieval

Relevant retrieval obtained by entering the
search phrase exactly as suggested. Recall *

151 items.
One search query required and selection from

ranked terms.

Concept as reflected in the subheading (biblio-

praphies) could only be approached throunh the
main headinn "Bibliography" or as it appears

in textword index.
Subheadinas not indexed. ,

Order of input does not affect retrieval. Same

23 items retrieved both ways.



Catepery

Punctuation
.

Spelling variants

tumor/tumour

LIMITS TESTING

MISEBYAMISMULIS

us

C-0

CITE

Truncation of term
(stemming)

Abort
Abortion
Aborting

Hyphens and Spacing
xrays
x rays
x-rays

Word Order.

43

Retrieval under both forms as long as each one
is separately searched.

Retrieval is different for each form
'No accommodation for spelling variants

00111

Same retrieval possible under either form since

both fortis are presented as ranked search .

terms.no matter which form is entered as searc
term

110,

Truncated form will display MeSH terms in the Truncated form retrieves MeSH terms and text
index or terms if entered as a term search, but words containing the root word
selection of all terms requries many steps and
user cannot consolidate retrieval of all items
under the root word

Best results were in usino truncated form as term
search

Each form results in retrieval, but the retrieval
differs for each ,

No accommodation for variations in spacing or
hyphenation

Word order in subject search is critical since the
entry must match MeSH term in index.
Word order is not significant in term search
since each term must be entered independently
User cannot combine terms in initial term search

Retrieval is the same for term with Or without
hyphen. They are treated the same

,Retrieval differs for form without space.
Spacing is significant

_
..........

Hord order in subject search is not significant
Retrieval is the Same either way

4 4



LIMITS TESTING

_B2EUATIONS/REVLIZ___

Category Its

Series
Numbered series

-Clinference Name
Numbered conf.

NLM holdings

CIP citation

Withdrawn

Item not owned
by NOt cat, by
cooperative
librarY

CITE

Retrieval of series title with numbering is
-extremely tedious under option for series searcfi

_Requires browsing through multiple pages of index

displays. -

Further complicated by system intolerance for
variations ih spacinn and punctuation that occur

because of catalooinn rule Channes over the yea
Same series title may appear in widely separated

parts of the indek, making collocation,impossible

Retrieval under conference name search requires
entry exactly as name appears in the index

Recall = 8 items, but tester unsure about precist
Retrieval under term search was more direct

Cannot substitute "eighth" for "80i"

Record found

Same experiences as for ILS
As series search it is extremely difficult to

retrieie specific issue number. -

!Better to tearch as subject in order to get
textword retrieval and then scan all records
retrieved for specific issue

Retrieval under subject search using textwords
"Einhth" or "Oth" made no difference in subject
search because retrieval was based on other
textwords used in search
"Eighth" and "8th" are significant if used in
conference name search.; entry must be exact

Record. found

Record not retrieved. (Withdrawn items were

excluded from ILS tape pulls as of 4/82)

Other withdrawn items in ILS are displayed with

the value "Withdrawn" in the call number

Record found ,

No cell *umber displayed
No other message

Record fbund
Call number. is "Withdrawn"

No other message

Record found
No call number displayed
Message: "This item not owned by NLM"
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Verification of Display Features

Methodology:

9/30 SKS

The original requirementS for the display of elements in full and abbreviated

formats listed the elements as "required", "necessary" or "optional". Some

of the "required" elements were later modified based on the final vset of

requirements for test systems negotiated with the system developers: The

presence of required and necessary elementi in the full and abbreviated

displays was verified by checking at least two records containing the specified

"element in both.systems, For the ILS, the MARC record display was defined as

the full display and the standard display option given.

Summary of Display Elements:

Attachment A is a summary chart of the elements with the display requirements

colded for Full (F) and Abbreviated (A) formats with checks indicating the

presence of the element under both systems:

The chart also indicates elements that were not available in either system

because they are hot present in any of the source CATLINE records (e.g. uniform

titles which have not yet been added to CATLINt). These elements should not

present major problems for either system since the specifications are already

defined to both CATLINE and the CATLINE/MARC conversion programs.

There are a Rumber of elements included on the list'irilttachment Athat ire

considered local-data fields (e.g..Dashed4n entry, Holdings) for which there. .

is no corresponding field in the MARC-communicatiOns.format. These elements

were not transmitted in the CATLINE records converted'for.ILS loading So they

were not included in the verification testing of displays. The Shelving

Location field As an exeption since-a speciil routine,wasiMplemented by

OCCS to-cOnvert this data for the TLS MARCtapes.

The.list below shows required and necessary elements that were not Present

in, the full and abbreviated record displays for each system. The asterisk

denotes those elements that are not present in the ILS records because they :

are local data fields. not carried in the'MARC format.

Required Elements

CITE ILS

Full display
Conference Name
First/Last Issue

Full display
(all present)

Abbreviated display
Abbreviated display

(all present)
Series Title
Corporate Author/Title Seri,



ILS:

A Lc'

9/30 SK

2. The. compact Paragraph format of the biliograOhic record is very

difficult to reed. Semicolons/CTare,Used in CITE tOfseparate

discreet elements. -However, the:semicolon is also used as

standard ISBD punctuatiOn Within elements, so'another way of

separating elements in:CITE should bp considered.

3. The firit occurrence of Series fields. (Series Titlei,Corporater

.

Author Title Series) is diSOlayed before the Imprint in:the

brief display, but prints after the Colletion in the. full

display.. This seems unnecessarily confusing., (See ExamOle 2)..

Order of brief display: SE 1M, CO
Order-of full display: IM CO SE -(this is standard cataloging

order) .

The personal name entires (PN) are diiplayed after the StateMent

Of Responsibility (AS) and this is'also very confUsing.

1. The option fordisplaying the full MARC record is not:

readily apparent to the. user; -This- format is primarily

for the use of catalogers-and librarians.accustmed to

the MARC format. As is noted on the chart in.Attachment A,

some "necessary" elements fOr displayoccur in coded form in

the MARC format and are not readily- disCernible.to,the'.

non-librarian user. (See Example 3) If these elementt

retain their "necessary" status, they shoulCbe decoded.and

specifically identifiedjor the-user. 0

2. In the brief display of the Corporate Name field, the

subordinate body in the second sbbfield ($b in.MARC)

is not displayed. The .corporate namelields are indexed

through subfield b and it is present in the full.MARC '-

format, but has been dropped in the abbreviated display.

(See.Example 4)

3. jn Me-brief display, the title subfield of:Personal

.Namet ($t of 700 tags) is not bisplayed. The naMe'

contained in a 700 tag that has a title,subfield is

displayed twice even though there is-only one occurrence

of the- 700 tag for that neme. '(SeeEkample 5) .

4. The order of display for corporate and personal name

added entries differs for serials and monographs. For

monographs, these fields precede the title,- while for

serials these added entries follow the subject headings

at the end of thexecord.' This may not be considered

a significant differehce, but there should be some

rationale for it. The ILS does, however, have a good

feature-in highlighting the title and differentiating

discreet elements.



Necessary Elements ,

Full display
Autograph Note
Bibliography Note
ISBN
Bound With Note

Necessary Elements -- Full Display

CITE

.Corporate Name
Contents Note
Date of Entry
Dissertation Note
Dashed-On Entry.
GMD
History. Note
Holdings
Item. Type

LC Card Number
jimited Use Note
Last Revision Date
Media
Major Revision Date
Open/Closed Indicator
Personal Name a's Subject
Final Year

Abbreviated. display
Corporate Name
General Notes
Media
MeSH Headings

In addition to elements not present,
distrepancies noted in the display of

of the systems. These are summarized
examples of records printed from CITE

CITE: 1. The first/Last Issue
in the abbreviated di
,display. This is pro
an indication of any
element. (See Exampl

/30 $KS

Full display
*Autograph Note
Bibliography Note

*Dashed-On Entry
GMD

ILS

Item Type
Limited Use Note
Media
Major Revision Date

Abbreviated display
General Notes
Media

there were some deficiencies or
elements that were output in both
here and ilfustrated in the attached

and ILS.

field for serials is displayed
splay, but not in the full
bably,an oversight rather than
problem in the output of this
e 1)

De2



ATTACHMENT A - VERIFICATION OF DISPLAY.-

/4P-14

......i.m...........:-

Abstract :
A

.

Abstract & Index Tag
_

Autograph Note
A

_

Authorship Statement

R

fr---

Bibliography
Note

,

-
N

.

ISBN

-
F .

-

Bound With Note

F

A
.

Call Number (NLM only)

F R *

A R
t.---

-

Corporate Author/Title
Series

A

,

Corporate Name

F N

A

,

Conference Name

_

A 0
.

Collation
,

F R

,

Corporate Name as Subject , .

F

A -
1., .

Contents Note . A

Country of Publication

.

,

A
. r

/' F * Full Record Display..

A Abbreviated
Record Display

* Denoteg local data field- not

converted:in
MAlW, format tor.ILS

** Deaotes field not yetavailible in sOurce:CATLINE
records

R Required for teat system

N * Necessary for-operstional
system

0 * Optional
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ATTACHMENT A - VERIFICATION OF DISPLAY

- Element Name

Date of Entry

INS
Displae Status diTE.

A

I-113111MMOMW,

, Dissertation Noie e

Dashed On Entry

AM.

Edition Statement

First last Issue

'General Material Designation

General Notes

liistory Notes

Holdings

Imprint

N

v

A

ISSN

Item Type
coo. c)

Language A

LC Card Number

Limited Ole Note

aS C.00ig:4
v vo

A

F Full Record Display
A Abbreviated RecOrd Display

* Denotes local data field not

converted in MARC format for ILS

** Denotes filed not yet available in source CATLINE records

)

R Required for test systemh

N Necessary fot Operational system

.Optional
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*

,

.
ATTAPMENT-A -.VERIFICATION OF.olsp4Ay

Element Name

*

Disete Statui CITE
wrimmummomir

Last Revision Date

Language of Summaries

Media

MeSH Headings

Major Revision Date

Main Entry Type

Open/Closed Indicator ,

Personal Author/Title Series,

Personal Name

Price

Personal Name at Subject

Publ i sher

Revision Indicator

Record Originator

Series Title

A

. N

A Mb

0

A Mb

A

.A

A

F = Full Reqord Display
Abbreviated Record Display

si Denotes loCal date field not
ponverted in the MARC format. for LIS'

** Denotesfield not yet available in:.source CATLINE records-
-

e.

V ,1
^

0

,./Imaxwo

te'

Required for test system

N = Necessary'for operational system

0'= Optional



Element Name=mr
Snelving Location

ATTACHMENT A - VERIfICATION OF DISPLAY

Dia la /;Statui CITE _I

R
1'

* *

* *

* *

Title'Continuation.

Title

Title as Subjea

Uniform Title as Added Entry

Unique Identifier

Uniform title

Uniform Title as Subjett

Initial Year

Final Year

MeSH Tree Number

s

F = Full Record Display
A is Abbreviated ReCOrd Display;

Denotes local data field not
converted.in the'MARO format for ILS

** Demotes- field-not yet available on CATLINE source records-

A

-Al

A

A

R

'1/
40, .1 C.-

A

A

A

A

A

A

Required for test system ,

Necessary for operational system

Optional
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EXAMPLE 1

CAT&
seri

453,880. RECORDS SEARCHED
_

43 ITEMS CONTAIN ONE OR MORE OF THE SEARCH TERMS

LYONE OF THE RECORDS.MATCH YOUR SEARCH QUESTION EXACTLYI

1/; Journal Of alcohol and drug education.; v. 17, no. 27
; Lansing, Mich.1 v.; Eng; M:1972

CALL NUMBER; $41 J0514M;

1/; Joarnal of alcohol and drug e*ducation.; Lansing., Mich.1 v.; COntinges'

the JOurnal of alcohol education.; Issued 1972- y the Education SortiOn
of the Alcohol and Drug Problems Asiociation of North erica.; Key title:

Journal Of alcohol and drug edUcation. ISSN 120900482.; D351416; Eng; M:1972;
Spbstance AbuseI Alcoholism; Health Education .

CALL NUMBER; Wi J0534M1-

winter 1972-

CHOOSE:THE ITEMS) IN WHICH Yoq ARE MOST INTERESJ

TYPE CHOICE NUMBERtS) OR NUMBER Roqu(s) oR ALL
or type X (to starq new search).:or type STOP

First/Last Issue iield



EXAMPLE 2

24 ITEMS MATCH TUUR SEARCH QUESTION-CLOSELY (

C

mouvath

11; Use of heieroploid and other cell'substrates fOr the Production of.

iologicals; / edifbr, W. HennesSen.; Hennessen W. DevelopMents, in

biologicai standardization ;_y. 50; Basel New York :777771-91117717-En;.

S:1982
« THIS ITEM IS NOT YE1 OWNED BY NLM »

1/: Use Of heteroploid and Other cell substrates for:the ptod :tidn of
liologicals; \I editOr, W. 4-IenneSsen.1 Hennessen, W.; Bacel-; Net York

'Karger1:c1992.;. Man 'n lobo ical`standardizat on v. 50'

ataloging in publication.'; 82050 2: Eng; S:1982; io og ca roucts; Cell:

« THIS ITEM IS NOT YET'OWNED BY NLM.»,

CHOOSE THE ITEM(S):IN WHICH YOU ARE MOST INTERESTED

TYPE CHOICE NUMBER(S) OR NUMBER RPNGE(S) OR ALL
-or type X (to statt new search), or type STOP

es



St1851F

1.

EXATOLE 3

Collins, C. .H.
Seciety for Applied Bacteriology-. Alrommomillo

14,4-1
rhonograph

1
nf nd ffe v n

London.1 New-York : Academic Press, 1981-.

xvi, 229 p: 8203467

Disinfectamts cobgresses
Sterilization --congresses

Press <RETURN> to disOlay next item, or
enter /AU for aut"hor, /TT for title, /SU for subject /TM for term search.:

CHOICE:"
r'b s,er4rq f-or 44e-

6e41 eS whfal ihis
votione.

008
, a 82021T b s c 1981 d e.,en f a -.1 k

mH, p qirU si t 0 v 0 to x Ina

Y , z d.

010.
, a 8D-41631

:

1

020
, a 0121813800

060 '

, a DNLM c DNLM040.
a WI:S(1851F no.16 1981 a [OV. 220 D6104 1979)

245 '00' a Disinfectants. their Use and evaluation of efiectiveness /

i 260
c edited by C.H. C011ins ...: [et al.]

'0 ' a London ; New York :. b Academic. Press, c 1981.

1
300

I / a xvi, 229 p. -: b ill.

440 ' 4' a THeSociety for+Applied Bacteriology technical series ;

1
, no. v

1: .500
I -a "This volume includes contributions to the Autumn

I

Demonstration Meeting of the Society for, Applied

Bacteriology which was held On 24 October 1979 at the
i

Polytechnic of the South Bank, London."

650 ' 2' a Disinfectants x congresses

650 ' 2' a Sterilization x congtesses

700 '10' a Collins, C. H..

HT.' 'NJ`, a Society for Applied Bacteriology. .

1 a 820211s1981 enka 10100 eng d

YY1 " a 00958 I-7 lc a d .e 2 f 2 g 00217 h i i

1



WI.
J0534M

Press
I enter

1

:,

I.

4

EXAMPLE 4

jszumna
v. 17, no. 2 winter 1972-
Lansing. Mich.

v. 0351416

Substance Abuse prevention t control periodicaIt

Alcoholism prvention a control --periodicals

Health Education -.Periodicals.'
vin..÷ Alcohol and Drug. Problems. AssociatiOn of-North AffierrEa.

(RETURN> Ao display neXt item, oi

/AU for author, /TI for title, /SU for subject, /TM for term searth.

CHOICE:

MARC FORMAT OF RECORD:

; 022. -'

040 " '

i 060 ."
'4 222 '00'

245 -'00'

260 '00'
300
350,
362 '0 '

550 '0 '

1

650 ' 2'
650 ' 2'
-650 ' 2'
710 '20'

f--780 '00!

! XCL
.

YYY
1

a 730305 b c
m :

y.

p. j k

a w 0 x eng
a 0090-1482
a DNLM c DNLM
a 141 J0534M

1972 d 9999 e 'ix fu
n po0 r u

z d

a Journal of alcohol and drug educatidn
a Journal of alcohol and drug education.
a Lansing,
a . v
a 4.00 (journal price)
a v. 17, no. 2- pinter 1972-
a Issued 1972- by the Education Section of the Alcohol

and Drug Problems Association.of North America..

a Substance Abuse x prevention Vcontrol 4t periodicals

a Alcoholitm x prevention acOntrol X periodicals

a Health Education s periodicals .

_a Alcohol and Drug Problems Association of North America. b

ducatlon Section
Journal of alconel-educatiow

a 730305c19729999xX uu p Ouuua0eng'd

-a 00916 bc ca dt e2 f2- .-g 00253.

g u
s u t .0

5 7



1 IQ
.100
D228c'
1974

1 Lsw; S
. EXAMPLE 5'.

Darwin, Charles RObert-
Barrett,. Paul H.
'Barrett, Paul H.

_

Darw itt..2.11LA4111_4_i2i.did_99.1Sid...thi.d.V__.9,..LIcierit if ic crea iv i tv.

1-
03thitsLE±§211,b_ex_t_49.rxil.-n's earlv and

. n -n

Barrett.
New York., Dutton, 1974.
xxv-, 495 p. 7500589.

Creativeness
Evolution - history

Press (RETURN) to display next item,.or
enter /AU for author, /TI for title.- /SU for subject, /IM for term search:

CHOICE;

MARC FORMAT OF RECORD:

009

010 '

020
040 '

060
245 '00'

250
260
300
350
650
650
700
700

r

700
,

' .

XCL ,
.

. a 750215s1974 us ac 00100 eng d
,

YYY
, a 00860 bn ca dm e2 ,f2 g00229 h i

j 4 k5 m0
ZZZ

. ) 7500589 c 811030

4

I Press <RETUP:) to display next item, or

-:, enter /AU for author, /TI for title. /SU for subject, /TM for term search.
1.

i' CHOICE:

a 750215 b s c 1974 d e us f ac

q 0 rO si t 0 v 0 w x eng

y r d
a 76-122778
a 0525088776
a DNLM C DNLM
a NZ 100 D228c 1974 .

a Darwin on man: b a psychologital study of scientific

creativity. c By Howard E.Gruber, together with

Darwin.'s early and unpublished notebooks, tranScribed

and annotated. by Padl H. Barrett.

a (1st ed.]- ,

a New York; b Dutton, c 1974.

a xxv, 495 p. b illus.,ports.
a 20.00
rteativeness

a Evolution x

CharleirT1 :! 809-1882.

a Earrett,.-Paul
eariy and unpublished

'notebooks.
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User Acceptance - Results of Data Analyses Across Methods
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USERS OF THE COMPUTER CATALOG REPRESENT A BROAD CROSS
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IME VISITORS TO THE LIBRARY.

A
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MOST USERS OF THE COMPUTER' CATALOG COME VII TH SUBJECT-

RE LATED I NFORMAT I ON

SUr3jr t .44'Mb/1404S )

C14- #64.

(1, y

t-4\" fLerr knIttriet frorrir o 9

Cook Pc..tertr 'T/T 33,9 31. 3

t(s) 4/0,7

AtrivivA

P /War Trrt. (

/0. 9
CPtL iovrA 4 02
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BOOKS ON A TOP I C
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-MOSTUSERSOfTHECOMPUTER CATALOG SEARCH BY SUBJECT OR

TOPIC.

Su az t.-vr" 4-04 b rmts

CrOvA PLUM' ANTherif
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CITE USERS PREFER. THE COMPUTER CATALOG TO THE CARD CATALOG
>

IN HIGHER NUMBERS,

Be

LA)

fr6c.-

7br%

9.0/0



,

AMONG PATRONSI*HO HAVE USED .COMCAT, PREFERENCE FOR THE

COMPUTER .CATALOG IS HMI VALEN7 FOR CITE AND 1LS USERS
, (\

it

C:
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ogset \
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MoRE INFORMATION S FOUNb BY USBRS OF CITE.
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-SATISFACTION WITH SEARCH RESULTS IS HIGHER AMONG USERS

. OF CITE. ting- xi-1 c.c.& ottc
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OVERALL. SATISFACTION WITH THE COMPUTER CATALOG IS HIGHER

AMONG USERS OF CITE.
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PROFESSIONAL ROLE/OCCUPATION IS UNRELATED TO SATISFACTION

WITH CITE AND 1LS.
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CITE IS PREFERRED FOR TITLE SEARCHING .
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No CLEARCUT PREFERENCE FOR CITE/ILS IN PERFORMING OTHER

TYPES OF KNOWN ITEM SEARCHES
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MT AND ILS DISPLAYS ARE.-OVERALL. EQUALLY ACCEPTABLE

TO USERS.'
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*CITE INSTRUCTIONS, PROMPTS, NELP MESSAGES.ARE SOMEWHAT

MORE EFFECTIVE.
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APPENDIX C.

CLR User Questionnaire (NLM Version



'

Council on Library Resources

COMPUTER CATALOG STUDY

User Questionnaire

The library is conducting a study of its computer catalog to improve it. This question-
naire is a way to communicate your views. It should take you only about 15 minutes
to complete. Your responses are confidential-. Please do not write your name anyyvhere
on the questionnaire. Thank you.

MARKING INSTRUCTIONS

USE A NO. 2 PENCIL ONLY.

FILL THE CIRCLES COMPLETELY.

BE SURE TO ERASE CLEANLrANY
MARKS YOU WISH TO CHANGE.

MAKE NO STRAY MARKS ON THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE.

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS AREA
22989

NCS Trans-Optic OS-15301:321



PART 1: ABOUT YOUR MOST RECENT SEARCH
INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer these questions about the computer catalog search you just
completed. .

oti came to this cornpkiiir search with:
(Mark ALL thattapply)

am

a. A complete author's name 0
b. Part of an author's name 0
C. A complete title 0
d. Part-of a title 0
fr. A topic Word or words k.0
f. A subject heading or headings 0
g A complete call number 0

7h. Part of,a call number 0

2, By searching this computer catalog I was trying
to find:
(Mark ALL that apply)

-

a. A specific book. journal or magazine 0
, ,b Books, journals or magazines on a topic or subject

c. Books by a specific author 0.
0

d. Information such as publisher, date, spelling
of,a name. etc, 0

e If a book that I know the library his is available 0for my use

f. Another library that has a book, journal or
magazine that I want 0

1

3. I searched for what I wanted by:
?

(Mark ALL that apply)

\

a. A complete author's name 0
b. Part of an author's name 0

A,c. A complete title. 0
d. Part of i'utle 0
e. A topic word or wards ..,. , 0
f. A subject heading or headings 0
9. A complete call number 0
h. Part of a call number 0

,.
1.

4. I need this infoftlition for:
(Mark,j that apply)

a. Recreational uses 0
b. Making or fixing something 0
c. My work or job 0
d. Personal interest 0
e. Ahobby .. 0
f. Class or course reading 0
g. A course paper or report 0
h. A thesis or dissertation 0
i. Writing for publication 0
j. TeaChing or planning a course 0
k. Keeping up on a topic or subject 0

5. In this tomputer Search I found:
(Mark ONE only)

a. More than I was loo,king for 0
b. All that I was looking for 0
C. Some of wharl was looking for 0
d. Nothing I was looking for 0

Atir
6. In 4-elation to what I was looking for, this computer. .

search was:
(Mark ONE only)

a; Very satisfactory 0
b. Somewhat satisfactor 0
c. Somewhat unsatisfactory 0
d. Very unsatisfactory 0

7. I came across things of interest other than.what I was
looking for:

:a. YES

b. NO

8. I got help in doing this computer catalog search fiorn:
(Mark ALL that apply)

a. Printed material or signs 0
0

4 0
0

b. Instructions on the terminal screen
c. Library staff member.
d. Person nearby

e. I did not get help

78
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9. My overall or general attitude toward the computer
catalog is:
(Mark ONE only)

a Very fa% orable 0
b Somewhat favorable 0
c Somewhat unfavorable 0
d. Very unfavorable 0

10. Compared to the card, book, or microfiche catalog
in this library, the computer catalog is:
(Mark ONE only)

a. Better 0
b. About the same 0
c. Worse 0
d. Can't decide 0

PARTV: YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH COMPUTER CATALOG fEATURES
INSTRUCTIONS: Mark the single column for each question that corresponds most closely to how

you feel. If the statement does not apply to your experience at the computer catalog, mark the
column, "Does Not tipply".

STRONGLY
AGREE

.
AGREE

NEITHER
AGPIEE NOR
oisAoste

OISAGREE
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DOES
NOT

amity

11 A computer search by title is difficult .-

12 A computer search by author ts.easy
13 A Computer search by subject is difficult _

,
.

14 A computer search by call number_ is easy

15 A ccimputer search by.combined author.litle is difficult

,

16. Remembering commands in the middle of the search is easy

17. Fincihg the correct subject term is difficult
18. Scanning through a long display (forward or backward) is easy

19. Increasing the result when too little is retrieved is difficult , .

20. Reducing the result when too much is retrieved is easy, .

_

,
.

21. Understanding explanations on the screen is difficult

22.. Using codes or abbreviations for searching iS easy
23. Abbreviations on the screen are easy to understand
24 Locating call numbers on the screen is'difficult
25. Searching with a short form of a name or a word (truncation) is easy

0
0.
0
0
0

0
0
0,

1/4..)

0

0
0
O.
0
0

0
0
0

..0
0

00

C.)

"0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

.

0
0
0
0
0 ,

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0 .

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
-0
. 0

0
0
0
.0
0

0
.0 .

0
0
0

.

.0
0
0
O
0

0.
0
0.
0
0-

0
0
0
0
0

\
0
0
0
0
0

v
- s m oNo LY

AGREE
AGREE

NEITHER
AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

DISAGREE
STIRONGLY

SAGREE

ODES_ -

NOT .

26. Using logical terms like AND. OR. NOT is difficult
27. Remembering the exact sequence or order of commands is easy

28. Understanding the initial instructions on the screen is difficult
.29. Understanding-the display for a single book, journal or magazine is easy

30. Understanding the display that shows more than a single book,
journal or magazine is difficult ,

. ,

.,

31 Interrupting or. suipping the display of information is easy
32.. Typing in exact spelling, initials, spaces end hyphens is difficult to do

33 Knowing what is included in the Computer catalog is easy to remember
34.- The order in which items are displayed is easy to understand "
35 Displayed.roessages are too. !Ong

et,'" .
,

0
0
0.
0

.

0

0
0
0
0
0 -

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0'

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0*
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

.

0
0
0
0

.

0
.

0
0
0
0
0

-0
0
0,.., .

.-1/4.)

0
-!

.0
O.
0
0
0
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'

. .

STRONGLY
AGREE-

AGREE
REIMER

AIWA( POOR
DISAGREE

DISAGREE
STRON01.11;
DISAGREE

D°0
440T

ARMY

36. Selecting from a list of choices takes too much time

37. Entering commands when I want to during the search process is
difficult

38. The rate at which the computer responds is too slow
, .

39. The availabtlity of signs and brochtires is adequate
,

.40. Signs and brochures are not very useful , . 1

41. The staff advice is often not helpful
42. It is Rani to find ttfree terminal

0
-

o
0
0
0
0
0

0.;.

o
0
0
0
0
o

0
o
0
0 .

0
0
o

4 0
o
0
0
0
0
o

0
0
0
0
0
0
o

0
..

o
0
0

-0
0r,...

YOU ARE MORE THAN HALF - WAY DONE

PART 3: IMPROVING THE COMPUTER CATALOG
INSTR6CTIONS:. Select the response of responses that- best refle0 your views about changes
that should be made in the computer catalog.'

=I 43. When I use 'the computer catalog terminal:
(Mark us or NE))

YES 'No

a. The keyboard is confusing to use

b. There is too much glare on.the screen ..
c. The letter-s and numbers are easy to read

d The lighting around the terminal is too
bright

e There is enough writing space at the
terminal

I. Nearby noise is.d tracting ,

g The-terminal table tockhib% or too low

h. The printer is easy to e

Select up to FOUR addjtional features you
PE like this computer catalog to have':

a. Providing.step by step instrirctions 0
b.,Searching by.anY word or words in a title 0
c. Searching by any wo rd or words in a subject

heading 0

would

d. Limiting search results by date of publication 0
e. Limiting search results by language 0
f. Ability to search by journal title abbreviations 0
Si. Ability to change the order in whet items are

displayed ' 0
h. Ability to view a list -of words related to my

search words ' 0
t. Ability to search for illustratidns and

bibliographies 0
j. Ability to.search by call number 0
k. Ability to prMt search results 0
I.- Ability to search a book's'table f contents.

summary or index

m.Ability to know if a book is checked out 0
n Ability to tell where a.book is located in the'

library 0
o None 0

1.

45. Select up to FOUR computer catalog service improve-
ments you would like the library to make:

a. More terminals

b. TerMinals at locations other than near the card catalog
c. Terminals at places other than library buildings
d. A chart of commands posted at the terminal
e. A manual or brochure at the terminal 0 .

f. An instruction manual for purchase 0
g. Training sessions

h. Slide/tape/cassette training program. 0
i. None 0

0
0

40. Select up to FOUR kinds of material you would like to
see added to the computer catalog:

a. Dissertationi , 0
b. Motion picture films t 0
c. Government publications 0
d. Journal or magazine titles, 0
e. Maps 0
f. Manuscripts 0
g. Music scores 0
h. Newspapers 0
I. Phonograph records or t'apes 0
j. Technical reports
k. More of the library's.older books 0
I. Ndne 0
m.Other 0*

47, BRIEFLY DESCRIBE ANY OTHER PROBLEMS WITH
THIS COMPUTER CATALOG OR CHANGES YOU
WOULD LIKE MADE TO IT:



'PART 4: ABOUT YOURSELF -r
INSTRUCTIONS: Your responses are confidential. Please 'do not write your name anywhere on
this questionnaire,

48_1 come to this library:

8.1:lady 4. 0
b. Weekly 0
C. Monthly

d About lour times a year
S. 'About once a year

Not before today

49. I use this coinputer catalog:

o'

e. Every, library visit. 0'
b. Almost every yiSit 0
c. Occasionally 0
,d: Rarely 0
a. Not before. today 0

50. I use thislibrary's bqok..card or microfilm catalog:

'

.a. Evew visit 0
b. Almost every visit 0 i
b. Occakionally . .. 0
d. Rarely 0
a, -Never , 0

'53. I learned how to use this coMputer catalog:
(Mark Au that apply)

a. From cfriend or someone at a nearby terminal
b. 'Using printed instructions

c. Using instructions on the terminal screen
d. From the library staff
e. From a library -course or orientation ,

.f. From a. slide/mpe/ca?settébrogram
g. By myself without any help'

54. My age group is:

0,

a. 14 and under . - 0
b. 15 - 19 years 0
c. 20 - 24 years 0
d. 25 - 34 years 0
C. 35 - 44 years 0
f. 45 . 54 years 0
9. 55 - 64 years 0
h. 65 and-over ..: 0

105. I em:

, 4

51. I use a computer system other than the librarrk
computer catalog: '

a. Daily 0f

6

b. Weekly

0C. Monthly !' .. ,. t

d. About four times a, year 0
e. About once a year , , ,. 0
f. Never 0

52. I first heerd about this computer catalog,fromf
(Mark ONE only)

a. Noticing a terrhinil in...the library '0
,

b. Library Win; orientation or demonstration .. 0
C. 'An article or written announcement 0
d: A course instructor 0
e. A friend or fartilY.member 0
I. Library staff. 0

,,,,,:1-;f6i3r*

a. Femalet' ,, 0
b. Male 0

,

56.` Mark your current or highest/educational leyel:
(Mark ONE only)

OM

'a. Grade School or Elementary School
b. High School-or SecoridarY School

c. Son.e College or Universi4,..
d. College or,Univers4 Graduate

a

If you are not completing this questionnaire at a college or
university please stop here. Thank You.

If you are oompleting.this questionnaire at a college or uni.
versity. please continue.

.57: The category that best describes my academic area is:
(Mark gisa only)

a. Arts and Humanities 0
b. Physical/Biological Sciences 0
c. Social Sciences 0
d. Business/Management 0
e. Education 0
I. Engineering

.44

g.*dical/Health Sciences 0
tr:Law ',;
i. Major nat declared , 0
j. interdisciplinary . 4 0

4



SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS

Instructions: Questions 57 through 61 are to be answered directly on this page.
'For each, fill in the "0 corresponding to the response you choose.

57. The term below that best.describes
my subject area or specialty is:

a. Allied Health
b. Biological Science 0

c. Dentistry 0

d. Library or Information Science 0
e. Medicine 0

f. Nursing 0

g. Physical Science 0

h. Social-Behavioral Science 0'
i. Veterinary Medicine 0

j. Oth i.e., none of the above : 0

58. Thetertm below that best describes
. my professional role is:

a. Health'Care Oractitioner 0

b. Health Professions Educator 0

C. Researcher, Biomedical 0

d. Researcher, Other 0

e. .Student, Health Professions 0

f. Student, Graduate 0

g. Student, Undergraduate 0

h." Other Professional 0

I. Other (i.e., none of the above ) 0

59. MyJirst and primary use of the
information,obtained here today

will be in:

a. Courses (classes) I am taking ...

b. "Keeping up" with a topic or.
field

c.( Patient care
d. Preparing an article or other. -

publication
e. Planning or conductieig research

f. Planning or teaching A course ..,
g. other (i.e. , none of the above) .

60. Mrprimary place of work is:

a. A private practice' 0
b. A college or university 0

c. A hospital 0

d. A'private company or business 0

e. The National Library of Medicine 0

f. The:National Institutes of Health 0

g. A federar agency-other than the
NLM or NIH 0

h. In no formal organization (i.e.,
unaffiliated) 0

i. Other (i.e., none of the aboxe) 0

-c;

-
61. Compared to COMCAT (the microfilm

catalog in this library), the computer
catalog is:

a. Better
b. About the same
c. Worse
d. Ifcan't decide
e. No intormation I have not used

COMCAT
I.

0

-0

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING:IN

THIS STUDY. 'THIS cmpuTgs THE .

' QUESTIONNAIRE. PLEASE TURN IT'

INAS INSTRUCTED:

82
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Council on Library Resources

COMOUTER CATALOG STUDY

Questionnaire

The library has a computer catalog and not everyone has had a chance to use it yet. If you have
NEVER USED THE COMPUTER CATALOG you can contribute to the quality of librpry services
by completing this questionnaire. It takes about five minutes. Your responses areieonfidential.
Please do not write your name anywhere on the questionnaire. -Thank yOu.

MARKING INSTRUCTIONS

USE A NO. 2 PENCIL ONLY.

FILL THE CIRCLES COMPLETELY.

BE SURE TO ERASE CLEANLY.ANY
MARKS YOU WISH TO CHANGE.

MAKE NO STRAY MARKS ON THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE.

Dlomm000loVINInv2T22.2°2°O° 14906

-NCS TrAnsOptic 05;15300321 °
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it
IMO

MIN

INO

1 . I have not used the computer catalog up to now
me because:

* PART 1: WHAT yoy THINK ABOUT
THE COMPUTER CATALOG

INSTRUCTI9N% Please mark the response
that best describe* how you view a computer
catalog.

ea (Mark ALI that apply)

SIM

SIB

11111

MP

a. I do not like to use computers 0
b. I did not know there was a computer catalog 0

-
c. I do notknow.Where it is 0
d. I -have not had time to learn to use it 0

--

S. I have not taken training sessions on flow to use it 0.
'1. There has not been any stafkat the terminals to

assist me in using it 0
9. The terminils wore all in use when I wanted to

use q 0
h. I have not needed to use any library catalog

recently 0
i. The card catalog is easier to use 0

on
2. How much time do you think it takes to le rn to use

the computer catalog?

j- The card catalog contains more of the information
l need

k. I am a visitor or infrequent user of this library 0
0

a. A day or more , 0
b. Between 1./2 of a day and a day 0
P. Between an hour and 1/2 of a day 0
d. Between 30 minutes and an hour 0
e. Between 15 minutes and 30 minutes 0
f. 15 minutes or less ..i 0

3. How difficult or easy do you think it would be to learn
to use the computer catalog?

a. Very difficult 0
b. Somewhat,difficult 0
c. Somewhat easy,' 0
d. Very easy 0

em'
A4. My overall or geyeral attitude tOward the computer

catalog is:

a. Very favorable 0
b. Somewhat favorable 0
c. Somewhat unfavorable , 0
d. Very unfavorablek 0

5. How likely are you to use the coomputer catalog in the
future?

a. Very likely 0
b. Somewhat likely .- -, 0
c. SOmewhat unlikely 0
d. Very unlikely 0

-

6. Compared to the card, book, or microfiche
in this library the computer catalog is:
(Mark 1911E only)

catalog

a. Better 0
b. About the same 0
c. Worse 0
d. Can't decide 0

PART 2: .ABOUT YOURSELF
INSTRUCTIONS: Your responses are coh-
fidential. Please do not write your name'
anywhere on this questionnaire.

7. I come to this library:

a. Daily 0
b. Weekly 0
c. Monthly 0
d. About four times a year 0
e. About once a year . 0
f. Not before today ; 0

8. I use this librari's book, card or microfilm catalog:

a. Every visit 0
b. Almost every visit 0
c. Occasionally 0
d. Rarely 0
e. Not before today 0

. 'ot

8 5



9. I usi a computer system other than the library's
computer catalog:

a. DailY O.
b. Weekly 0
C. Monthly ; 0
d. About four times a year 0
e. About once a year
f. :Never .0

10. My age group is:

a 14 and under 0
b. 15 - 19 years 0
c 20 - 24 years 0
d. 25 - 34 years 0
a. 35 - 44 years 0
1. 45 54 years 0
g 55 - 64 years 0
h. 65 and over 0

11. I am:

a. Female 0
b. Male 0

12. Mark your current or highest educational level:
(Mark ONE only)

,

a. Grade School or Elementary School 0
b. High School or Secondary School 0
c. Some College or University 0
d. College or University Graduate 0

.,

14. The main focus of my
time is:
(Mark al that apply)

D-3 1.1

academic work at the present .

ms,

e se

o r

sin

ow
.aw

ow

_so

Pla

INN

NM

INN

INN

a. Course Work

b. Teaching

c. Research

15. My present,affiliation with this college or university is:.

a. Freshman/Sophomore 0
b. Junior/Senior 0
c. Graduate - masters level 0
d. Graduate - doctoral level 0
e. Graduate - professional School 0
f. Faculty 0
g. Staff 0
h. Other 0

Thank you for participating in this study of the
computer catalog. This completes the question-
naire. Please return it.

If you are. not completing this questionnaire at a college
or university please stop here. Thank you.

If you are completing this questionnaire at a college or
university. Please continue.

13. The category that best describes my academic
area is: (Mark ONE only)

a. Arts and Humanities
b. Physical/Biological Sciences
C. Social Sciences

d. Business/Management
e. Education
1.. Engineering.

g. Medical/Health Sciences
h. Law
i. Major not declaTed

j. Interdisciplinary

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONNAIRE I EMS

16. 00000000000000017. 000000000000000
18. 000000000000000
19. 00000p000000000
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SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS

Instructions: Questions 13 through 16 Ore to be answered directly on this page.

For each, fill in the "0" corresponding to the response you choose.

13.

a.

The term below that best describes

my subject area or specialty is:

Allied Health 0

15. my first and primary use of the
information obtained here today will

be in:

b.. Biological Science 0 a. Courses (classes) I am taking .. 0

C. Oentistey 0 b. "Keeping up" with a topic or

d. Library or Information Science 0 field 0

e. Medicine 0 Patient care 0

f. Nursing d. Preparing an article or other

g. Physical Science 0 publication 0

h. Sodial-Behavioral Science 0 e. Planning or conducting research .... 0

i. Veterinary Medicine 0 f. Planning or teaching a course 0

j. Other (i.e., none of the above) . 0 g. Other (i.e., none of the above) 0

14. The term below that best describes 16. my primary place of work is:

my professional role 'is:
a. A private practice o

a. Health Care Practitionee 0 b. A college or university

b. Health Professions Educator 0 c. A hospital

c. Researcher, Biomedical 0 d. A private company or_business .

d. Researcher, Other 0 e. The National LibrarY of Medicine ...

e. Student, Health Professions 0 f. The National Institutes of Health ..

f. Student, Graduate 0 g. A federal agency other than the

g. Student, Undergraduate 0 NLM or NIN

h.

i.

Other Professional
Other (i.e., none of the-above)

0
0

h.

i.

In no formal organization (i.e.,

unaffiliated)
Other (i.e., none of the abOve)

'FRANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATIN6 IN THfSbsTUDY:

THIS COMPLETES THE tWESTrONNAIRE.

PLEASE TURN IT IN AS-INSTRUCTED...



APPENDIX E.

Sample Search Experiment - Search Questions (Odd/Even Versions)

v.
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ODD

SAMPLE SEARCH EXPERIMENT ,

A. Personal Author Search

Print a bibliography of recent (1974-present) publications lAY:.

Harold I. Kaplan
Charles Horace Gray

(CITE)
(ILS)

STOP -- CHECK-MARK RELEVANT RECORDS -- ANSWERQUESTIONS

B. Corporate Author Search

Find books published by a particular organization. The name is

not complete as presented:

Harvard Center for Medical Care (ILS)

Center for Ulcer Education (CITE)

/

STOP CHECK-MARK AREVANT RECORDS -- ANSWER QUESTIONS

C. fitle Search

Find the following titles. Part of the title is:

Host-Virus Interaction
Activity in Proteins

(CITE)
(ILS)

STOP 7- CHECK-MARK RELEVANT RECORDS -- ANSWER QUESTIONS

D. Series Search'
. -

Find the books which are part of a series. The incomPlete name of

the series is:

Laboratory and Research MethOds

WileySeries in Probability and
Mathematical Statistics

.

(ILS)

(CITE)

STOP -- CHECK-MARK RELEVANT,RECORDS -- ANSWER QUESTIONS



ODD

42.

T. Conference SearCh

Find the records from the following conferences:

Conference on Ambulatory Monitoring (CITE)

Conference on Recombinant DNA (ILS)

STOP -- CHECr-MARK RELEVANT RECORDS -- ANSWER QUESTIONS

F. Subject Searches

Find books on the following subjects:

Smoking and Lung Neoplasms
Cerebrovascular Disorders and

Contraceptives, Oral

(ILS)
(CITE)

Search the following subjects:

Tdxic Shock Syndrome (CITE)

Percutaneous Transluminal Angioplasty (ILS)

STOP -- CHECK-MARK RELEVANT RECORDS -- ANSWER QUESTIONS

90



EVEN E-3

SAMPLE SEARCH EXPERIMENT

A. Personal Author Search

Print a bibliography of recent (1974-present) publications by:

Marold I. Kiplan
-Charles Horace Gray.

(ILS)

(CITE)

STOPS, CHECK-MARK RELEVANT RECORDS -- ANSWER QUESTIONS

B. CorpOrate Author Search

Find books published by a particular organization. The.name is

not complete as presented:

Harvard Center for Medical Care
Center for Ulcer Education

(CITE)

(m)

STOP CHECK-MARK RELEVANT RECORDS ANSWER QUESTIONS.

C. Title Search

Find the following titles. Part of the title is:

Host-Virus Interaction
Activity in Proteins

(LS)
(CITE)

STOP -- CHECK-MARK RELEVANT RECORDS --tANSWER QUESTIONS

. Series Search

Find the books which are'part of a series. The incomplete name of

the series is:

Laboratory. and Research Methods_ (CITE)

Wiley Series in Probability and (ILS)

Mathematical Statistics -,

STOP -- CHECK-MARK RELEVANi'RECORDS -- ANSWER QUESTIONS

9



EVEN

E. Conference Search

Find the records from the following conférencès:

Conference.on.Ambulatory Monitoring (ILS):

Conference On Recombinant DNA (CITE)

a

STOP -- CHECK-MAk RELEVANT RECORDS - ANSiER QUESfiONS

F. Subject SearcHes

Find books on the following subjects:',

Smoking ind Lung Neoplasms (CITE)

CerebrovascuiarTisorders and (ILS)

' Contraceptives, Oral

Search the following'subjects:

Toxic Shock Syndromi (ILS)

Percutaneous Transluminal Angioplasty (CITE)

-7--

14. -- CHECK-MARK RELEVANT RECORDS -- ANSWER QUESTIONS
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ODD Respondent #

a
Name

SAMPLE SEARCH EXPERIMENT

Date

DATA COLLUTOR'S'SCORING SHUT:

A. Perional Author Search

(CITE), Harold I. Kaplan

(ILS) Charles' Horace Gray

Jime

Time,

4

Al. Considering only turrent-itemi publiished.since 1974, of the information

retrieved,'woUld You say' that the Targett proportion of relevant information

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

0 ,

A2. In terms of usit friendliness, did, you.find it easier to'conduct Ihis

type of search using.(ILS)(CITE)(NO D1FF)?

A3. In relation to what you were looking for, would you say that'this tYpe

of search was most satisfactory using. (11S),(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

B. Corporate Author Search .

(ILS) Harvard Center for Medical Care (for Community.and) Time

(CITE) Center for Ulcer Education (Researth and), Time

B2. Considering only current items Published since 1974,*of the ihfOrmation

retrieved, would you say that the largest proportion of relevant inforMation

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(q0 DIFF)?

B2. In terms'of user friendTinesS, did You find it easier to conduct this

type of search using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

83. In relaIonto what-you were looking for,'wOuld yoU say that this.typt

pf Search was most sattsfactory using (I4S)(CITE)(NOTDIFF)? ,

I I

. C. Title Search
-

(CITE) Host-Virus Interaction (Aolicular,Besis af') Time

ActiVity in Proteins .(Molecular Interactionsand) Time

Cl. QConsidering only current items publis e ince 1974,, of the inforalationi
retrieved, Would you say that the largest proportion of relevant information

was found using 3)(CITO(No DIFF)?

C2. In terms of user friendlinest; did yoU find it easier to conduct this,

'
t''"'

dr:

type df search using (ILS)CITE)(N0 TaFF)?

4
C3. In.relition to what you were looking for, would you say that this type :

of search was' most satisfavcorY Ysin9 (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?



ODD

D. Series Search

(ILS) Laboratory and Research Methods (in Biology and Medicine) TiMe

(CITE) Wiley Series in Probability and Mathematical Statistics Time

(:Applied Probability and Statistics)

Dl. Considering only current items published since 1974, of the information

retrieved, would you say that the largest proportion of relevant information

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

D2. In terms of user friendliness, did you find it easier to conduct this

type of search using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

D3. In relation to what.you were looking for, would you say that this type

of search was most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

E. Conference Search

(CITE) Conference on Ambulatory Monitoring Time

(ILS) Conference-on Recombinant DNA Time

El. Considering only current items published since 1974, of the information

retrieved, would you say that the largest proportion of relevant information

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

E2. In terms of user friendliness, did you find it easier to conduct this

type of search using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF),?

H. In relation to what you were looking for, woUld you say that this type

of search was most satisfactory using (ILS)(CjTE)(NO DIFF)?

F. Subject Search

(ILS) Smoking and Lung Neoplasms Time
%

(CITE) Cerebrovasc. Disorders and Contra., Oral Time

(CITE) Toxic Shock Syndrome Time

(ILS) Percutaneous Tra-nsluminal Angioplasty Time

Fl. Considering only current items published since 1974, of the information

retrieved, would you say that the largest proportion of ,relevant information

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

F2. In terms of user friendliness, did you find it easier to conduct this

type of search using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

F3. In relation to what you were looking for, would you say that this type

of search was most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?
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4. Considering only current items publishedssince 1974, in general, do
you think you fOund more of the information you were looking for using

(ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

5. Would you say that system response time was significantly faster

using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

6. Would you say that the display of information on the terminal screen
is most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

7. Would you say that the online instructions, prompts and help messages

are most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

8. Overall, .do you have a preference for (ILS)(CITE)(NO PREF)?
Would you say your preference is (SLIGHT)(MODERATE)(STRONG)?

* * *

9. What features or attributes of ILS do you find particularly desirable or

helpful? Of CITE? Please be specific.

10. What features or attributes of ILS do you find particularly undesirable

or annoying? Of CITE? Please be specific.

11. What features or attributes not now available on ILS would you like to

see? On CITE? Please be specific.



EVEN Respondent *

Name.
Date

SAMPLE SEARCH EXPERIMENT

DATA COLLECTOR'S SCORING SHEET

A. Personal Author Search

(ILS) Harold I, Kaplan Time

(CITE) Charles Horace Gray Time

Al. Considering only current items published since 1974, of the information

retrieved, would you say that the largest proportion of relevant information

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

A2. .In terms of user friendliness, did you find it easier to conduct this

type of search using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

A3. In relation to what you were looking for, would you say that this type

of search was most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

B. Corporate Author Search

(CITE) Harvard Center for Medical Care (for Community and) Time

n -

(ILS) Center for Ulcer Education (Research and) Time

(

B2. Considering only current items published since 1974, of the information

retrieved, would you say that the largest proportion of relevant information

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

B2. In terms of,user friendliness, did you find it easier to conduct this

type of search using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

B3. In relation to what you were looking for, would you say that this type

of search was Most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

C. Title Search

(ILS) Host-Virus Interaction (Molecular Basis of) Time

(CITE) Activity in Proteins (Molecular Interactions and) Time

Cl. Considering only current items published since 1974, of the information

retrieved, would you say that the largest proportion of relevant information

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)? .

C2. In terms of'user friendliness, did you find it easier to conduct this

type of search using,(ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

C3. In relation 1W what you were lOoking for, would you say that this type

of search was *most satisfactony using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

F-



EVEN

D. Sefles Search

(CITE) Laboratory and Research Methods (in Biology and Medicine) Time

(ILS) Wiley Series in Probability and Mathematical Statistics Time

(:Applied Probability and Statistics)

Dl. Considering only current items published since 1974, of the information

retrieved, Would you say that the largest proportion of relevant information

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

D2. In terms of user friendliness, did-you find it easier to conduct this

type of search using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

D3. In relation' to what you were looking for, would you say that this type

of search was most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

E. Conference Search

(ILS) Conference on Ambulatory Monitoring Time

(CITE) Conference on Recombinant DNA Time

El. Considering only current items published since 1974, of the information

retrieved, would you say that the largest proportion of relevant information

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(NO,DIFF)?

E2. In terms of user friendliness, did You find it easier to conduct this

type of search using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

E3. In relation to what you were looking for, would you say that this type

of search was most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

F. Subject Search

(CITE) Smoking and Lung Neoplasms Time

(ILS) Cerebrovasc. Disorders and Contra., Oral Time

(ILS) .Toxic Shock Syndrome Time

(CIfE) Percutaneous Transluminal Angioplasty Time

Fl. Considering only current items published since 1974, of the information

retrieved, would you say that the largest proportion of relevant information .

was found using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

F2. In terms of user friendliness, did you find it easier to conduct this

type of search using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

F3. In relation to what you were looking for, would you say that this type

of search was most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?



EVEN

4mpieonsidering only current items published since 1974, in general, do
yd'u think you found more of the information you were looking for using

(ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

5. Would you say that system response time was significantly faster

using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

6. Would you say that the display of information on the terminal screen

is most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

7. Would you saY that the online instructions, prompts and help messages

are most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

8. Overall, do you have a preference for (ILS)(CITE)(NO PREF)?

Would you say your preference is (SLIGHT)(MODERATE)(STRONG)? .

* * *

9. What features or attributes of ILS do you find particularly desirable or

helpful? Of CITE? Please be specific.

10. What features or attributes of ILS do you find particularly undesirable

annoying? Of CITE? Please be specific.

11. What features or attributes not now available on ILS would you like to

see? On CITE? Please be specific.
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APPENDIX G.

Comparison Search Experiment - Data Collector's Scoring Sheet

0



ODD (Start with CITE) Respondent #,

EVEN (Start with ILS)
Date

SCORING SHEET: COMPARISON SEARCH EXPERIMENT

***Before Starting Search:

1. What catalog infor(111ation are you trying to find?. Mark all that apply --

(A specific book)(Books by a specific author)(Specific information such as -

publisher, date, spelling of a name, etc.)(If a book known to be owned by

the Library is available for use)(Call number)(Books on a topic or subject)

-- obtain details:

G- ;

***After Patron Completes Search. on CITE and ILS:

If search query is specific (only), go to item 2 and skip 3

If search query is on a subject (only), skip item 2 and go'to 3

If search query is both specific and on a subject, go to items 2,3

2. Do you think you found the specific information you were looking for? (YES)(NO)

If "yes", on which system(s) did you find it? (ILS)(CITEMBOTH)

3. Do you think you found more of the information you were looking for using

(ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

4. In relation to what you were looking for, would you sky your search was

most satisfactory using (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?

5. In general did you find it easier to use (ILS)(CITE)(NO DIFF)?
*

6. The next time you need to conduct a catalog search, will you want to use

(ILS)(CITE)(NO PREF)?

7. What is the term that best describes your professional role? (Health Care

Prac.)(Health Prof. Ed7)(Tisearcher, Biomed.)(Researcher, Other)(Student,

Health Prof.)(Student, Grad.)(Student, Undergrad.)(0ther Prof.)(None of the above)

Are there any additional comments you care to make concerning your use of the

ILS and CITE computer catalog systems? Please be specific.

.THANK YOU very much for your participation in this experiment.


